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Welcome to Los Angeles – Olympic City – 1984 
 
Narrator:  You’re going to the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles, and some of your friends are asking you 
questions: Aren’t those freeways congested?  Can you find your way around?  Will you find a place to 
stay?  Does the city have much of a cultural life?  What about the smog?  Will you have to pay exorbitant 
prices?  Won’t it be terribly crowded?  What about security?  How safe is Los Angeles?  Good questions. 
 
Flight Attendant:  Ladies and gentlemen, at this time we are in our final [Begin narrator speaking in 
foreground] approach into Los Angeles, the home of the 1984 Summer Olympics.  We hope you’ve 
enjoyed your flight with us this afternoon and, from all of us at United, [End narrator speaking in 
foreground] we hope you have a wonderful time at the Games. 
 
Narrator [Speaking over flight attendant]:  But relax, there’s no need to worry because you’re about to 
experience one of the most varied and vital cities in the United States. 
 
Narrator:  Los Angeles is a city of dreams and dream makers.  In the minds of millions of people 
worldwide, the image of America and Americans was created right here in Hollywood.  But LA is also a 
pioneer in high technology, aerospace, and medical research.  Its 12 million energetic citizens have 
created a 150 billion dollar economy.  It is a city of fine homes, large universities, palm trees, beautiful 
beaches, and is home to practically every ethnic and cultural group known to man.   
 
LA is a trendsetter in fads and styles.  Everyone, no matter how different, has the right to live and 
express themselves in LA’s warm California sunshine.  If it’s a new dance, a new […]  
 


